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The anti-racist founding myth of Europe and the perseverance of racism
In recent decades the Shoah has become a central reference point for a common European
identity. Especially in the 1990s, after the end of the Cold War, the heritage of the Nazi past
and the involvement of many European countries in the exploitation and extermination of
Jews gained a special role in the public discourse of the newly unified Europe (Probst 20031,
55). The commemoration of the Shoah is not only a source of symbolic legitimacy, but it also
suggests a commitment to political values such as the rejection of racism, antisemitism, and
xenophobia (cf. ibid., 53). In 2007 denial of the Shoah became a punishable crime across the
European Union (Leggewie 20082, 220). However, despite the relevance of this founding
myth it would be misleading to believe that it implies a clear cut rupture with Europe’s racist
past, and the end of exclusionary practices.
On the contrary, several factors indicate that racism continues to be a feature of contemporary
Europe. For instance, in a publication released by the civil society organization European
Network Against Racism (ENAR) in 2015, it was revealed that in 2013 alone there were
47,210 racist crimes reported across the European Union. The organization stressed that this
is only the tip of the iceberg as many crimes go unreported (Newsweek June 5 2015 3 ).
Because of the ongoing economic recession in Europe, the report assumes that these figures
will continue to rise in subsequent years.
Given these alarming developments, this chapter will take a closer look at two interrelated
manifestations of racism in the current European context: the rise of Islamophobia; and the
growth of populist right wing parties and right wing social movements across Europe.
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It demonstrates that new cultural forms of racism are omnipresent in Europe, and that we
witness nowadays an “entitlement racism” (Essed 20134), in which racism has been newly
established as a legitimate way in which to express negative sentiments about Europe’s
“others.” The chapter eventually concludes that rather than being an anomaly of liberal
democracy, racism is an expression of the paradoxes inherent in democracy.
Before we discuss these two interrelated expressions of contemporary racism in Europe in
more depth, it is useful to provide a definition of racism and to explain why the existence of
racism is usually perceived as incompatible with liberal democracy.

Racism – a tool of social inequality and exclusion
Racism has been often understood as an ideology that ascribes inferiority to persons with
distinct biological features such as skin color. However, it is important to acknowledge that
there are different variants of racism. One major feature of racist ideology is its flexibility and
adaptability, i.e. its ability to reinvent itself (Balibar 19915). This inherent feature makes it
more accurate to speak of racisms plural rather than racism. Phenotypical, biological features
such as skin color are only one type of marker used in racist ideology. Further markers, which
operate in a very similar way to skin color, are employed in processes of racialization. Hence,
many scholars have tended to include in theories of racism categories such as culture,
ethnicity and religion in addition to biological features. As Reisigl and Wodak (1999, 1816)
have pointed out, even the classical pseudoscientific racisms of the 19th and 20th centuries
included a reference to cultural or national character. The Nazi anti-Semitic racist ideology is
a case in point. Most prominently Adolf Hitler emphasized that the true danger posed by the
Jew is rooted in his spirit/culture rather than any biological “racial” trait:
“We speak of the Jewish race only as a linguistic convenience, for in the true sense of the
word, and from a genetic standpoint, there is no Jewish race. . . . The Jewish race is above
all a community of the spirit.... A spiritual race is tougher and more enduring than a natural
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race. The Jew wherever he goes remains a Jew...and to us he must appear as a sad evidence
for the superiority of spirit over flesh” (cit. after Heinsohn 2014,7 113).
The increasing use of culture as a surrogate for race has led scholars of racism to the
conclusion that we are witnessing the emergence of a new racism or neo-racism. The use of
the term neo-racism is based on the misleading idea that there is actually something new
about this mode of racism. Yet despite the fact that there is relatively little new about the
“new racism,” the increasing reference to culture in contemporary racist discourses poses a
considerable challenge to anti-racist struggles, namely the denial of racism. By avoiding the
word “race” and related signifiers such as “color,” forms of racism that refer to culture claim
to be non-racist. Therefore, as Grofoguel et al 8 (2014) poignantly point out, if racialized
subjects “experience higher unemployment rates, higher poverty rates, higher dropout rates,
lower quality of education in public schools, lower salaries for the same jobs
[…]

or

are

placed

in

the

“dirty”

jobs

of

the

labor

market”

it

is

because they are “unassimilated” and have an “un-adapted/inadequate culture,” and not
because they are racially oppressed and marginalized.
It is vital therefore to acknowledge the omission or the plain denial of racism in many
contemporary debates as a particular challenge for anti-racist struggles. On the other hand, it
is useful to look at the inherent continuities of racism across time and space, such as the
process of “naturalization.”
Naturalization is the process that renders categories such as ethnicity and culture into
effective instruments of racism. It is the depiction of differences as natural and fixed (Miles
19899), as exemplified by the above-cited statement by Hitler (“the Jew always remains the
Jew”), or by contemporary discourses that portray immigrants as unable to “integrate” into
Western societies because of their cultural differences. These allegedly “natural,” static
features are then assumed to determine the behavior of those people to whom these
differences are ascribed; and these differences are evaluated negatively.
A related immanent feature of racism is its group constructing mechanism. Racism is always
exercised by groups, or by individuals that conceive of themselves as a member of a group,
and is targeted at other groups or individuals as members of groups. The seminal work on
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“the established and the outsiders” by the sociologists Elias and Scotson (1994) and their
concept of “pars pro toto” distortion have provided an important insight into these group
dynamics that play out during processes of racialization. As they have observed, a more
powerful, established group (in the case of racism, the racializing group) tends to attribute to
the entire outsider group (the racialized group) the “bad” characteristics of that group’s worst
section, the “anomic minority.” In contrast, the self-image of the established group is
modelled on its exemplary, most “nomic” or norm-setting section, i.e. the minority of its
“best members.” The figure of the “illiberal Muslim terrorist” versus the “liberal non-Muslim
law- abiding citizen” is an illustrative example of such a pars pro toto distortion. In sum,
racist ideology de-individualizes people. The individual only exists as a member of a group,
and alleged deficiencies don’t have to be identified individually but are instead automatically
attributed to the individual qua being identified as a member of the particular group. The
underlying function of these processes is to exclude the “racialized” other from material and
immaterial resources (Essed 1991) and/or to legitimize their exclusion (Hall 198910).
In order to fully grasp the phenomenon of racism, however, we must recognize that it
includes several dimensions, of which ideology is only one. As Essed (199111) has noted,
racism is an ideology, a structure and a practice (or process as she calls it). It is an ideology
that hierarchizes groups and puts them in opposition to each other. At the same time it is also
a structure of rule, law and regulations that establishes unequal access to rights, entitlements
and resources. Essed (1991, 43), moreover, highlights that racism is also a practice, since
“structures and ideologies do not exist outside the everyday practices through which they are
created and confirmed.” Racism hence classifies and performs acts of boundary-making
through its ideological component, it excludes through structures, and it (re-)activates these
excluding structures and ideas (ideologies) through everyday practices. In the interplay of
these three components, racism becomes a powerful system of creating, maintaining, and
legitimizing social inequality.

Racism and liberal democracy
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The issue of racism has been largely under-theorized in academic scholarship on democratic
theory. This fact seems surprising at first; however, this scholarly omission is embedded in
democratic ideas. Democratic theorists are guided by a disregard for difference and the liberal
conviction that democracy is primarily a matter of assuring equal rights to vote and majority
rule, as Gould (2000 12 , 425) has rightly emphasized. In dominant democratic theoretical
accounts the promotion of justice and equality consequently requires non-discrimination, i.e.
the employment of the same principles to all persons regardless of their particular social
position or backgrounds (Young 200513). The equality principle enshrined in liberalism has
thus demanded that gender, racial, sexual and other differences are disregarded rather than
taken as a starting point for discussion and deliberation in democratic societies. Even more
striking is the fact that not only has most democratic theory little to say about racism, but
many democracies have actually coexisted in practice with racism for centuries (Gould 2000,
426).
Only relatively recently have activists and scholars of democracy developed approaches that
take into account the need to address the inequalities, including racial inequalities, that are
preserved in many liberal democracies. They have pointed out that the difference-blind
equality principle enshrined in liberal democratic ideas is actually part of the reason why
inequalities continue to exist. Defining equality as equal treatment, they have emphasized,
blends out differences in “social position, division of labor, socialized capacities, normalized
standards and ways of living” to the detriment of members of historically excluded groups
(Young 2005). Scholars such as Iris Marion Young have consequently proposed a “politics of
difference,” which endorses the idea that substantial equality will be produced not necessarily
by treating everyone in the same way, but instead by implementing measures such as
compensation.
Without going into more detail regarding this immensely rich and important strand of
scholarship, it is important to note that this approach has challenged the underlying biased
equality paradigm of liberal democracies; and in relation to racism has stressed that, “where
racialized structural inequality influences so many institutions and potentially stigmatizes and
impoverishes so many people, a society that aims to redress such injustice must notice the
processes of racial differentiation before it can correct them” (Young 2005).
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These accounts have made it clear that racism is a challenge to democracy because it hampers
participation, which in turn is a basic condition of democracy. Participation however, is not
understood here as mere voting rights or formal institutional equal access to the democratic
process. The crucial point is that, in order to be able to fully participate, one has to be free
from any form of domination. Finally, it is also important to note that different axes of
inequality, such as race, class and gender, intersect with each other, and hamper full
participation in the democratic processes in complex ways. Hence, it is rarely racism as an
isolated phenomenon and form of exclusion that comes into play, but the interaction of
different forms of domination, that jointly construct a system of social inequality. In sum,
racism indeed poses a severe challenge to liberal democracies, but in much more complex
ways than classical liberal democratic theories would suggest.

Europe and its different internal others
In the following sections two manifestations of racism in Europe are discussed: the success of
the “New Right” and the interrelated emergence of Islamophobia. It has to be emphasized
though that racism in Europe is certainly not directed solely towards Muslim communities.
Roma communities in particular are continuously racialized and consequently marginalized
in Europe (see Fekete 201414). Another highly relevant manifestation of racism is targeted at
international immigrants and refugees in general. Thousands of refugees have died in the
Mediterranean in recent years; the figure for 2015 alone (as of mid-September 2015) was
2900 people (IOM 201515). The influx of refugees and migrants is often accompanied by
dehumanizing discourses about them from political elites, as well as from the public in
general. In spring 2015, for example, the British newspaper “The Sun” published a piece by
the columnist Kathie Hopkins, who compared immigrants to cockroaches:
“No, I don’t care. Show me pictures of coffins, show me bodies floating in water, play violins and
show me skinny people looking sad. I still don’t care […] Make no mistake, these migrants are like
cockroaches. They might look a bit ‘Bob Geldof’s Ethiopia circa 1984,’ but they are built to survive a
nuclear bomb. They are survivors” (cit. after the Guardian, 25 of April 201516).
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The column was published just hours before a fishing boat packed with migrants capsized off
the coast of Libya, with the loss of 800 lives (ibid.).
Meanwhile, as this chapter is being written, pictures of the maltreatment and mass detention
of refugees at the EU’s eastern border circulate in Europe on a daily basis. This maltreatment,
particularly by the Hungarian government, is considered so severe that it has evoked
analogies to Nazi deportations during the Holocaust in public debates (Reuters 201517). The
statements of government leaders such as Hungary’s Viktor Orbán have made explicit the
link between the dehumanization of these people and their racialization:
“Those arriving have been raised in another religion, and represent a radically different
culture. […] There is no alternative, and we have no option but to defend our borders” (The
Guardian September 3, 201518).
These incidents represent only the most visible of the dehumanizing discourses and practices
against Europe’s “others.” Many other processes of “othering” are more subtle, and require a
careful, case-by-case analysis to determine whether processes of racialization are at stake or
not. However, while contextual analyses are undoubtedly necessary, it is important to
acknowledge that racism certainly plays a role in contemporary European migration politics.
As the scholars Wieworka (2013 19 ) and Balibar (1991) remind us, the increasing use of
culture in racist ideology is directly linked to the transformation of Europe from a colonizing
continent to an immigrant-receiving continent. Whereas more classical forms of biological
racism during colonial times were designed to subordinate the “other,” in times of increasing
migration (partly a direct consequence of decolonization) to Europe, cultural forms of racism
increasingly function to deny people access and belonging in the first place (Balibar 1991).

Right wing extremism in the New Europe
As we have indicated above, immigration and immigrants have become one of the most
politicized issues in Europe today. The question of immigration has moved in most liberal
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democracies “from the dark corridors of parliament committees to the often populist and
emotionally charged public sphere” (Zaslove 2006

20

, 15). As a consequence, the

politicization of immigration has led to significant electoral gains for populist right-wing
forces (or even right-wing extremist parties) in many European states. The Austrian Freedom
Party (FPÖ) and the Swiss People’s Party (SVP) are paradigmatic instances of this evolution,
but these cases are no exception. For example, only a few years ago academic articles were
published on the puzzling question: “Why is there no extreme right party in Greece?”
(Lambropoulos 200221). In 2015, the extreme right-wing party Golden Dawn holds 17 seats
(seven percent) in the Hellenic parliament. Minkenberg (201322) reminds us though that the
analysis of right-wing extremism should not focus exclusively on those groups represented in
parliaments. He distinguishes (ibid, 13) three types of groups. The first is office-seeking
groups, which organize themselves in political parties. Second are groups that mobilize
within social movements. The third type comprises groups that are best described as subcultures, which operate relatively independently from political parties and larger social
movements, do not exhibit formal organizational structures, and may have a particular
propensity for violence. All three types are an increasingly relevant phenomenon in
contemporary Europe.
What is alarming about these developments is not the mere existence of these parties and
movements, but their (electoral) popularity and their simultaneous integration into the
political establishment. Much of this shift from “pariah” to mainstream and the
accompanying electoral success is a consequence of the radical transformation of right-wing
parties and movements in Europe. The “new modernized right” is often characterized by a
toned down anti-democratic rhetoric, including a significant reduction of its previous antiSemitic shibboleths, and a generic willingness to behave in a way compliant with basic
principles of liberal democracy. Instead of using overt forms of biological racism and antiSemitism, the new right emphasizes the incompatibilities of different cultures in order to
legitimize its opposition to international immigration and ethno-cultural diversity.
A paradigmatic example is the Austrian Freedom Party. In the 2013 general election, the FPÖ
20
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gained 20.5 per cent of the votes, making it one of the most successful right-wing parties in
the European Union. In recent decades it has transformed itself, from a fringe party, which
relied heavily on references to the national-socialist past and was based upon a German
nationalist ideology, into a successful right populist party. The party even entered national
government at the beginning of the 2000s. During its time in office in the 2000s it was
significantly weakened, but has revived under its new leader Heinz Christian Strache. While
the move from fringe to mainstream was often faltering under the previous leadership of Jörg
Haider, who still used blatantly anti-Semitic rhetoric and regularly deployed codes such as
“East Coast” (referring to the American Jewish population) to criticize his political
competitors, the party’s current discourse is much changed. This does not imply that antiSemitic attitudes and ideology no longer exist within the party, but they are clearly less
relevant to the party’s electoral strategy.
Instead, from the mid-2000s Islam became one of the most salient issues in the political
mobilization of the party. Strache used the issues of Islam and Muslim immigration as a
means of sharpening the profile of the FPÖ against its political competitors on the right23
(Hadj-Abdou and Rosenberger 2013 24 ). The FPÖ’s strengthened anti-Islamic agenda also
matched the increasingly Islamophobic tendencies within the Austrian population. In the
European Value Survey of 1999, 15 per cent of correspondents said that they did not want to
live next to a Muslim. In the 2000s, this number more than doubled: in 2008, 31 per cent of
respondents stated that they did not want to have a Muslim neighbor (Friesl, Polak and
Hamachers-Zuba 2009, 26525).
The anti-Islamic agenda of the Strache-FPÖ is based on two main arguments. The first is that
fundamentalist Islam poses a threat to national security. The second argument is that Islam is
an inherently alien culture, which threatens the cultural identity of the Austrian nation state.
The concept of cultural identity as used in the party’s discourse remains rather vague.
However, it is evident that in the rhetoric of the FPÖ, Islam is constructed as a monolithic
entity that promotes a culture that is irreconcilable with that of Western societies. In line with
23
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this position, in the mid-2000s the party even launched an association named SOS-Occident
(‘SOS-Abendland’) to save “Western cultures and customs.”
The party’s solution to these supposed cultural and security threats is to restrict immigration.
Islam is used in the party’s rhetoric as a simple synonym for unwanted immigration and
immigrants. Hence, from the mid-2000s onwards, the term “Muslim” has to some extent
replaced the term “immigrant” in the party’s rhetoric. It serves as a means to divide those
who are supposedly Europeans, and hence can be part of the Austrian nation, from those who
are not and cannot.
Similar developments are at play in other Western European right-wing populist parties. The
result has been increased transnational cooperation of the populist right, and the use by these
parties of very similar concepts and ideas. As Wodak et al26 (2013, 74) have highlighted,
Islamophobia is at the core of a transnational project to unite the European populist right
under one common banner: the defense of Europe’s heritage and its Western and liberal
democratic values against the “third invasion of Islam in Europe,” as the party leader of the
Belgian Vlaams Belang has tellingly paraphrased it.
New forms of mobilization that rely strongly on an anti-Islamic rhetoric have also been at the
core of new right social movements, such as the PEGIDA (‘Patriotic Europeans against the
Islamisation of the Occident’) in Germany, or the English Defence League. Goodwin
(201327) has pointed out that it would be wrong to assume that their supporters are giving up
on mainstream democracy; such movements are nevertheless an important symbol of the
overall decline of public trust in politics. People who affiliate with these movements are
“more dissatisfied with politics, more distrustful of institutions and more likely to think that
the political system has serious faults that need addressing” (Goodwin 2013, 8). PEGIDA’s
slogan, “The system is finished - we are the change,” is emblematic. Right-wing street
protesters don’t simply understand themselves as victims of a wrong politics, but of a failed
system (Rucht and Teune 201528). However, as noted above, this is a general development: it
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is merely more pronounced among members of these movements. In the broader population,
large majorities are similarly distrustful of politicians and institutions (Goodwin 2013, 8).
What is particular and new about these movements though is their “denial” of racism or the
refraining from using overt forms of racism. Instead they make strong references to liberal
democracy and liberal values, a feature which they share with right-wing populist parties in
Western Europe. A paradigmatic example is the mission statement of the English Defence
League published in 2011, which explicitly refers to the organization as non-violent and nonracist, and underlines:
‘The EDL promotes the understanding of Islam and the implications for non-Muslims forced
to live alongside it. Islam […] runs counter to all that we hold dear within our British liberal
democracy. […] The EDL is […] keen to draw its support from all races, all faiths, all
political persuasions, and all lifestyle choices. Under its umbrella all people in England,
whatever their background or origin, can stand united in a desire to stop the imposition of
the rules of Islam on non-believers. In order to ensure the continuity of our culture and its
institutions the EDL stands opposed to the creeping Islamisation of our country, because that
presents itself as an undemocratic alternative to our cherished way of life” (EDL 201129).
One of the strategies deployed by the “New Right” is, thus, “illiberal liberalism” or what
Triadafilopoulos (2011 30 ) has called “Schmitterian liberalism,” i.e. the idea that some
(immigrant) cultures contradict liberal universal values and thus have to be excluded. Here
the new right uses universal, liberal values in an instrumental way. By alleging that the
collective “other” does not share universal, liberal values, the boundaries of who belongs and
who does not are effectively redefined.
The fact that the prominent reference to liberal values by the New Right is a political strategy
rather than a conviction is suggested by several contradictions in the actions of these
movements. EDL protests, for instance, have often exhibited racist chanting, and Nazi salutes
(see Guardian 12 September 200931) and thus conform in many ways to traditional far right
movements. New populist right wing parties show similar incoherencies when it comes to the
endorsement of liberal values. The idea of gender equality, for instance, is a major reference
point in right wing populist discourses, including the above-mentioned Austrian Freedom
Party, as a means of demarcating Muslim immigrants. However, if we look more closely this
29
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commitment to gender equality and women’s rights proves largely inconsistent with the
parties” views on family values and policies, which tend to reflect a nationalist concept of the
family as the central organizing unit of society (cf. Meret and Siim 201332).
Finally, it has to be noted that the radical right in Eastern Europe, as well as in Greece, differs
considerably from the “New Right” in Western Europe. Right-wing parties such as the
Hungarian Jobbik (Movement for a better Hungary) or the Golden Dawn in Greece are
ideologically extreme parties. Despite being extremist they are far from being politically
marginalized: both are the third largest party in their respective countries, and have acted as
agenda setters for parties further to the center. They can be defined as extremist because they
reject democracy; the Jobbik, for example, has a clearly anti-democratic paramilitary wing:
the “Hungarian Guards” sport black uniforms identical to the ones worn by the Nazis in
World War II, organize anti-Roma rallies and marches, are involved in violent attacks, and
incite hatred (Matache 2014 33 , 443). They were banned in 2009, but quickly re-emerged
under a new name: “For a Better Future Civic Guards Association.”
Golden Dawn exhibits a similarly anti-democratic attitude. It has called Greek democracy the
“dictatorship of parliamentarism” (Ellinas 2013 34 , 550). The party has been regularly
involved in violent attacks against immigrants, Roma, sexual minorities as well as political
opponents. These types of parties and movements use an unequivocally racist rhetoric
including anti-Semitism (Minkenberg 2013, 27), whereas anti-Muslim racism, i.e.
Islamophobia, is employed relatively rarely. The statements of Golden Dawn’s political
candidate Alexandros Plomaritis, who argued that immigrants must be dealt with by
reopening “ovens” and turning them into “soap” (Fekete 2013, 62), are indicative of this
overt rhetoric. The explicit racism of these parties mirrors the attitudes of their electorate. A
survey conducted in 201535 by the Hungarian polling company Median, for instance, showed
that 54 percent of Jobbik voters hold strongly anti-Semitic views.
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It is clear, then, that several types of right-wing movements co-exist in Europe today. On the
one hand, traditional right wing, neo-fascist parties and movements have re-emerged; these,
mobilize in an overtly racist manner and target minoritized groups such as Jews and Roma.
At the same time we also see the emergence of a “New right,” which primarily focuses on
immigrants, and in particular Muslim(s) (immigrants) as Europe’s “others.”
In order to understand the emergence of the “New Right” and to fully grasp its “newness,”
we turn now to the emergence of Islamophobia in Europe.
The emergence of Islamophobia in Europe
The term Islamophobia was introduced in contemporary discourses by the English
Runnymede Trust in 1997, who described it as “unfounded hostility towards Islam” (cit. after
Taras 2013, 418 36). The term has since become widespread, demonstrating the increasing
prevalence and social acceptance of hostility against Muslims; or as the then UN General
Secretary Kofi Annan, put in at the beginning of the 2000s:
“When the world is compelled to coin a new term, to take account of
increasingly widespread bigotry, that is a sad and troubling development. Such is the
case with Islamophobia” (cit. after Bleich 201137, 1582).
At the same time the use of the term is also misleading to some extent, since it conceals the
racial component of the phenomenon. It might be more accurate to speak of anti-Muslim
racism. In this chapter the term Islamophobia is very much understood as a form of racism
that is targeted against Muslims. Islamophobia draws from an “historical anti-Muslimism and
anti-Islamism and fuses them with racist ideologies of the twentieth century to construct a
modern concept” (Taras 2013, 419). The 9/11 bombings are often cited as a triggering event
for the spread of Islamophobia. However, its emergence in its current form in Europe
predates 2001. It is closely linked to the end of the Cold War in 1989, when political attention
started to shift from materialist concerns, questions of class and distribution of resources, to
questions of immaterial values, such as culture. It is no accident that the first debates to
fundamentally question Muslim practices, and the belonging of (visibly identifiable)
Muslim(s) (immigrants) to Europe, emerged precisely in 1989. These debates pertained to the
wearing of the hijab (headscarf) in French public schools.
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Islamophobia, like other forms of racism, involves processes of naturalization and groupessentializing. As Bleich (2011, 1585) rightly argues, “questioning or even criticizing aspects
of Islamic doctrine or practices of specific subgroups of Muslims is not automatically
Islamophobia.” However, if from these examples it is concluded that Islam or Muslims “as a
whole are worthy of condemnation, it becomes an indiscriminate attitude that constitutes
Islamophobia” (ibid.). Moreover, it is crucial to see that Islamophobia is based on the
concepts of civilization and culture. It holds the view that Islam, and ergo Muslims, are
fundamentally “incompatible with and inferior to” Western culture (Bunzl 2005 38 , 502).
Hence, as noted above, illiberal liberalism – that is, the reference to liberal values that are
defined as innately Western/European – is widely employed to exclude and racialize the
Muslim “other.”
The fact that Islamophobia rests on the assumption, that Islam is incompatible with the West
also reveals its close relationship with the process of European integration and the
accompanying formation of a European identity. As Bunzl (2005) highlights, modern antiSemitism as a product of the 19th century was closely related to nationalism and the
emergence of the nation state, whereby the Jewish “Other” served primarily as a marker of
who did or did not belong to the national community. Islamophobia, on the other hand,
determines who belongs or does not belong to Europe. As Bunzl (2005, 502) remarks,
Islamophobes are not worried whether Muslims can be good Germans, Italians or Danes;
rather they question whether Muslims can be good Europeans. Islamophobia hence functions
less in the interest of national, ethnic purification than as an instrument to fortify Europe in
face of international (to a great extent Muslim) migration (ibid.). “Culturally unassimilated,
ideologically unassimilable and transnationally implicated in disloyalty” (Lentin and Titley
2012, 124), the racialization of Muslims has produced “intolerable subjects.” The emergence
and spread of Islamophobia thus provides proof anew of racism’s ability to adapt to new
historical circumstances, and to create allegedly immutable differences between groups.

Racism and right-wing mobilization: An expression of the contradictions of liberal
democracy
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In the previous sections I have suggested that racism is not a paradoxical anomaly within
liberal democracy; instead it is better understood as an expression of contradictions inherent
in liberal democracy. I want to reiterate this point in the following.
We saw in the section on “liberal democracy and racism” that the liberal democratic principle
of equality is actually one of the reasons why inequalities, including racial inequalities,
continue to exist. Focusing on formal equality as a matter of equal treatment falls short of
ensuring substantial equality, which relies on taking into account the different positions of
groups in society.
In the section on “Right Wing Extremism in the New Europe” I have, moreover, highlighted
that the success of the “New Right” is a consequence of the increasing erosion of political
trust among European citizens. To put it differently, fewer and fewer people believe that
democratic governments can actually achieve anything. This erosion of trust is not solely a
consequence of the decreasing power of national governments in the face of of globalisation.
Again it is the result of contradictions inherent in liberal democracy:
Democracy, as Margaret Canovan (1999 39 ) has argued, comprises two visions: the
redemptive and the pragmatic. These visions rely on each other as much as they contradict
each other. The redemptive vision promotes the idea of democracy as a form of government
by the people for the people. Pragmatically, democracy means institutions. Institutions do not
simply limit power; they also constitute it and make it effective (ibid, 10). Redemptive
democracy, however, is characterised by a strong impulse against institutions, and the urge to
instead act directly, and spontaneously, and to overcome alienation (ibid.). However, in the
words of Ralf Dahrendorf: “democracy is a form of government, not a steambath of popular
feelings” (Canovan 1999, 12). In particular, the liberal principles enshrined in liberal
democracies put constraints on the power of the people and their popular feelings (i.e. the
redemptive side of democracy). Liberal principles restrain a crude majoritarianism that
neglects or overrides the rights of minorities (ibid, 7). It is these contradictions that the “New
right” in Europe effectively instrumentalizes for its political goals.
Lastly, this chapter has also highlighted that new forms of racism, such as Islamophobia, are
(ab)using liberal values in order to racialize and exclude the “other.” Through accusing the
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“Muslim other” collectively of not sharing universal, liberal values, the boundaries of who
does and who does not belong to Europe are (re)defined.

The duty not only to remember but to think
At the beginning of this chapter I referred to the Shoah as a founding myth for the “New
Europe.” Observing the emergence of this myth at the time, Claude Lefort pointed out that:
‘For the last few years, we have been taught that it is our duty to remember. That is certainly
a positive development. Yet the doctrine that urges us not to forget the crimes against
mankind is accompanied by the hope that this memory will prevent us from repeating the
atrocities of the past. But without the duty to think, the duty to remember will be meaningless.”
(cit. after Probst 2003, 58).
More than ever since WWII, Europe today needs to think, and to understand that the “migrant”
or the “Muslim” serve increasingly as a surrogate for race, and that these groups are subjected
or are extremely vulnerable to racism. Liberal democracy as an institution alone will not save
us from racism, nor do the current political leaders in Europe seem likely to come to our
rescue. In Europe the electoral dynamics still work largely against ethnicized and racialized
minorities. And as we have emphasized, while liberal democracy is challenged by racism it is
its own blind spots and inherent paradoxes that partly provide the basis for that challenge and
enable new strategies for racist discourse to exclude the “other.” What is needed, therefore, is
vocal and dynamic popular opposition to current discourses about immigrants, Muslims and
other European “others.” We need a Europe that thinks and speaks out.
At the time of writing this chapter (autumn 2015) the emergence of such an opposition is in
full bloom. In many Western European countries, such as Austria and Germany, a significant
number of people is heading daily to the streets to support refugees, to provide those that are
usually portrayed as Europe’s “others” with a helping hand and a warm welcome. It remains
to be seen, however, whether European citizens will also counter racism and processes of
racialization at the ballot box. As things stand, it seems plausible that right-wing populist
parties will continue to grow.
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